
Rides & Attractions Quick Reference Sheet 

Rides Height Requirement Description Health Recommendation 

Astroliner *      Motion simulator with video that slowly tilts 
 

Balloon Chase+ * *        Ride that travels in a circular motion 
 

 

Bumper Cars * *  Classic bumper car ride 
 

Choo Choo Charlie+        Hand-pedal train ride None 

Dino Dig            Fossil dig area None 

Double Splash Flume * *    Water log flume with two inclines and drops 
 

Dragon’s Lair * * * *    Slow boat ride around a small lake None 

Duke’s Dozers+          Flat circular ride that spins slowly None 

Duke’s Lagoon            Water play area, equipped with slides None 

Flying Trapeze      Circular swing ride with individual seats 
 

Frog Hopper (1)        Riders lifted vertically and “hopped” down None 

Fun Slide *      Slide which riders slide down on a sack 
 

Gondola Cruise * * *      Slow boat ride through a canal None 

Joust Family Coaster *      16 foot miniature steel roller coaster 
 

Kingdom Coaster *  Wooden roller coaster with speeds of 40 mph 
 

Kite Flight *      Circular ride with suspended individual seats 
 

Leapin’ Frogs (1)        Circular ride with seats that hop around 
 

Merlin’s Mayhem   *     Suspended Family Coaster 
 

Merry-Go-Round * * *      Circular ride with horses None 

Monorail * * * *    Elevated train ride with audio tour None 

Off Road Rally (1) + * *        Miniature truck ride on winding track None 

Panda Party        Circular ride that moves up and down None 

Pipeline Plunge+ * * * *    Enclosed tube water slide 
 

Pit Stop        Toy cars that move by pedaling None 

Prehistoric Path            Path with over 20 animatronic dinosaurs None 

Sky Fighter        Circular ride that moves up and down None 

Sky Ride** * *    One-way suspended trip across the park None 

Space Shuttle      Ship ride that swings back and forth 
 

Sunoco Turnpike+ * * * * *  Small scale cars driven around a path None 

Turtle Whirl+ * * * *    Turtles spin while the entire ride rotates 
 

Twister *    Circular ride that rotates in all directions 
 

VR Voyager+ * * *      Motion simulator that tilts, & jerks with video 
 

Wiggle Racers+          Toy cars that move by wiggling wheel None 

Wonder House+ * * *      Optical illusion that creates spinning sensation None 

Wonder Whip        Circular ride that slings cars outward None 

Wonderland Special  * *   *       Small scale train ride through the park None 



= under 30”   = 30”-36”    = 36”-42”    = 42”-48”    = 48”-54”   = 54” & above 

+ = No Hand Held Infants 

* = Must be accompanied by a responsible rider 

** = Guests under 48” must be accompanied by an adult of          

age 18+      

(1) = One adult/taller rider per ride and/or back seat only 

     = Minimum height of 46" required 

     = Minimum height of 39” required 

 

Recent surgery/illness Back, neck or bone condition  

Pregnancy   High blood pressure 

Heart trouble 


